Cause Effective workshop participants sharing their fundraising war stories. Photos courtesy Cause Effective.

The Voluntary Shift
Responding to 30 Years of Shrinking Leisure Time
Judy Levine

For three decades, Cause Effective has been helping

nonprofits transform their fundraising, governance, and special
events. As we look back over this time, we are struck by the
changing nature of leisure time and the profound impact of this
change on the nonprofit sector.
From furtive smartphone checking under the table to the
impossibility of finding a meeting time for a committee whose
members’ work and family commitments have them doing
double and triple shifts, the changing nexus between leisure
time and work time is affecting volunteer-based fundraising and
governance in multiple ways.
What are the impacts of these changes on nonprofits—and
how can we adapt what we ask of people volunteering for social
change, particularly around fundraising?
Sociologists have charted the squeeze on discretionary time
over the past couple of decades. In the 1990s, Arlie Russell
Hochschild wrote in The Time Bind about the blurring homework distinction; and in The Overworked American, Juliet Schor
noted the historic shrinkage of leisure time that came from
both additional work commitments and a higher standard of
care for children and the household. In the wake of the current
economic upheaval, a Harris Poll found that Americans lost an
average of 20 percent of their available leisure time from 2007 to
2008 alone.
But lately, and for nonprofit volunteerism especially, the
situation seems to be getting worse. Board members are even

more distracted: those who still have jobs have often taken on
additional assignments at work, and those who’ve lost their jobs
are expending all their energy looking for new work; when they
find it, they’re absorbed in learning and succeeding in a new
professional culture.
The result? Committees without leaders (“I could do a task,
but not take on the whole responsibility”), opportunities left on
the table (“It’s great that Ms. Connections agreed to be the honoree but we don’t have anyone to chair the event”), and the continuance of the political status quo (“We just couldn’t get enough
people out to the community meeting to make a difference”).
We recently assisted a nonprofit in an excruciating threemonth search for a new board chair. A number of people were
willing to accept a limited assignment (“Sure, I’ll write 20 thankyou letters”) but not to take on a position they would need to
take home and “own.” With another nonprofit, we went through
two months of failed attempts to nail down a meeting date—
with the four committee members so overbooked that two
meetings that were calendared fell through at the last moment
(the group finally met by phone).
The ultimate symptom of these competing claims on board
members’ time is boards that pay attention on an episodic
rather than a sustained basis—a board pattern that, at best,
consists of putting out fires…then not responding…then
springing back into action when more fires arise…then more
unresponsiveness. Board members coming together to solve
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the ultimate symptom of these competing claims on board members’ time is boards
that pay attention on an episodic rather than a sustained basis.

a crisis, then reverting to ignoring emails once the emergency
is over. Boards ending up reactive instead of generative, with
fundraising committees that come together for specific events
rather than looking after the organization’s overall relationshipbuilding ladder. Boards that are complacent rather than driving
nonprofit fundraising and outreach.
You may have read about what’s called the Second Shift—
that stretch of housework and family responsibilities that await
parents as they head home from work—and about the juggling
that the electronic tether both enables and demands (come
home from work, eat and put the kids to bed, back on the
computer for a couple more hours of work). Not to mention
the Third Shift—the time that women, in particular, spend as
caregivers for family members outside the home.
But what about the Voluntary Shift—the time spent caregiving to heal the larger community, indeed the world?
In thirty years of energizing volunteers to participate in
fundraising, we’ve been through lots of periods of economic
ups and downs. During that time, government funding has
increased, decreased, and even disappeared, pulling the rug out
from nonprofit programming. Causes that were “hot” among
foundations have lost their luster, with other theories of change
taking their place. Corporations have swung from funding out
of a sense of community responsibility to using corporate funds
for flashier visibility purposes, and back again. But throughout
the past three decades, we’ve always seen a steady increase in
individual donations raised through the perseverance of dedicated volunteers.

Adapting to the New Reality
How can we reconcile the time-pressed nature of America in
the second decade of the twenty-first century with our continued need for volunteer-based fundraising?
Our first piece of advice is to adapt—not to fight. In uncertain economic times like the present, it is helpful to return
to Maslow’s famous hierarchy of needs (see Cause Effective’s

5/3/10 blog post for a fuller exploration of this pyramid’s relevance to fundraising).

SelfActualization

Esteem Needs
Social Needs
Safety Needs
Psychological Needs

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

What the pyramid tells us, in essence, is that people can’t
pay attention to the Voluntary Shift (which is part of selfactualization) until they’re satisfied they’ve met their needs that
fall lower on the pyramid. In other words, if someone is hungry
(physiological needs), or doesn’t know where their kids are going to sleep (safety needs), they can’t concentrate on pursuing
friendship (social needs), gaining social status (esteem needs),
or striving for justice (self-actualization). No matter how much
they might like to, they can’t focus on volunteering if they’re at
a lower point on the pyramid at this moment in their life. The
answer in that case is to keep the door open while letting them
off the hook—for now.
For others who are stressed but somewhere in the middle of
this framework, here are some tips from 30 years in the trenches
that we’ve found particularly useful in supporting volunteer
fundraisers now.
Make it easy. In a practical sense, this means not insisting on
an in-person meeting if you can’t get it—or at the least, offering
childcare that seems like a plus, not simply low-quality daycare.
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This holds true for fundraising activities as well—one Cause Effective client just sold out a previously languishing wine-tasting
series to parents because they offered a pizza party and creative
arts workshop to the kids at the same time.
Consider making the most of new technology for video
chats, document sharing, and the like, so that people can work
for you in their own time and space.
Chunk it up. We’ve found that assignments we used to
be able to give out whole (“Thanks for taking on this year’s
annual appeal, here’s the timeline and a template from last
year”) need to be “chunked” into smaller pieces and divided
up. While this strategy can be successful at spreading the tasks
across several people who may each be able to do a part, it

organizations now offer subscriptions with maximum options and minimal commitment, we need to ask for voluntary
time in ways that volunteers can fit into their lives and their
priorities. Also, try a little psychology borrowed from childrearing—if you offer people a choice they are more likely to
choose one of the options and feel in control of the one they
choose (and empowered volunteers ultimately feel more obligated to see the task through).
Respect people’s time. Run meetings well so people feel their
time is used well for deliberation—that it was important that they
showed up. And start on time, no matter how many people aren’t
there—they’ll get the message after one or two sessions.
Build the team. Don’t expect a small board to manage all the

we need to ask for voluntary time in ways that volunteers can fit into their lives
and their priorities.

requires much clearer instructions and more work up front—if
something’s not in the timeline and someone only has part
of the job, they’re less likely to notice and the forgotten piece
is less likely to get done (“Whoops! Getting stamps wasn’t in
anyone’s job”). It means rethinking the order and even the
shape of a voluntary assignment.
Ask for something specific and small. We’ve seen that asking for a bounded amount of time—say, an evening—is likely
to be more successful than giving a take-home assignment
with an open-ended time frame. For example, an assignment
of 10 follow-up calls is much likelier to get accomplished if the
request is for “Next Wednesday evening from 7-9 and then you
can go home and leave it behind” than if it’s an ask to “Take this
list of 10 donors and call them to remind them about this year’s
annual appeal.”
Give end times. One reason special events are so successful at rallying boards to fundraising (even though they take an
incredible amount of time) is that volunteers can see the light at
the end of the tunnel. “Once it’s over I can clean the house”—or
take the kids to the zoo, or even spend a day at the beach—goes
the volunteer’s thinking. The chunk-it-up theory works here
too—even if a project is long, lasting a year or more, divide it
into smaller pieces so there’s always a goal-line in view. Volunteers can sprint, but not forever.
Offer flexibility. In the same way that performing arts

responsibilities of governing and fundraising if you don’t have
enough people to form viable committees. With clearly stated
expectations in hand, continually be on the lookout to recruit
more folks who care about your mission and can also find
the time to help. Assign partners when parsing out volunteer
responsibilities—it’s harder to let a person down than an organization, and it’s more fun to work with others.
You can also entice non-board members into serving on
board committees—that’s one way to enlist someone with a
special skill or a focused amount of time without their having to
sign on to the full package of board service. To that end, recruit
volunteers with clear expectations so that people excited about
the mission don’t commit beyond their time or capacity.
Diversify the pool. Think about recruiting younger people
who don’t yet have families, or young “professional-board”
folks. Like attracts like, so you may want to create a “Young
Supporters” group to throw bar parties and the like for your
organization.
Create a learning culture. Don’t assume that because
someone agreed to be on your board ten years ago or even two
years ago, they’re still filled with the excitement of the mission.
Re-cultivate your board members to keep them motivated. For
example, ask board members to give out certificates of completion at the youth advocates training—then hold a board meeting right after.
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In addition, consider providing some form of professional
development or training to board members so they feel they are
learning for their own futures. Give your board frequent opportunities to learn about the issues that surround your mission
and work. Involve them in thinking together with you about
what’s best for the organization.
Make activities do double duty. Organize volunteering to
serve social as well as social justice aims. It’s well known that
volunteering is a great way to meet people with similar interests.
Highlight that advantage by building in collegiality (sharing
food at meetings is a quick way to do so). Make sure board
members party/eat/socialize together at least once a year, even
at the cost of time on organizational business—that bonding is
priceless. Add going out to dinner together to one board meeting a year.
Involve kids. Don’t assume people can turn off (or hand
over) the rest of their lives (see “Make it easy” above). There are
so few occasions for family togetherness—make volunteering a
win-win by offering this opportunity!
The common denominator to all these tips is that when
volunteers can see how to fit the work within their time constraints, they’re happy to help.
Here are two more important strategies that make volunteering rewarding enough to raise it above the fray of competing
priorities.
Say thank you. Make sure people feel good about their
volunteer service with you and that they see the gains their
dedication has engendered. Let them know you value their
efforts—and make a special attempt to praise them in front of
their peers. Create a climate of appreciation.
Recognize small victories. People gravitate toward success.
Just as in organizing, we need to call out the incremental wins—
and every effort counts. “You made two phone calls—terrific!”
It’s more important that people are successful at fundraising—
and start to view themselves as successful at fundraising—than
that they attempt a giant effort and fail. In the midst of the
stresses of daily life, voluntary fundraising for our causes needs
to be made deeply satisfying for those who engage in it.

Don’t Forget Yourself
Finally, the shrinking nature of leisure time has an impact on
those of us who work in nonprofits as well.
“If I can’t dance, I don’t want to be part of your revolution”
is a quote commonly attributed to Emma Goldman. Whether
or not she actually said it, the attitude remains valid. Those of
us working for social change need to recognize the toll that the
relentless pace of today’s plugged-in environment takes on all of

us (Cause Effective’s 6/7/11 blog post addresses this), and work
to keep it at bay.
Turn it off—at least one day a week. Renew and refresh. Read
a novel, go swimming, get on a bike—whatever your passion.
Do something with your leisure time that allows you to come
back to work reinvigorated and ready to change the world again,
one action at a time. n
Judy Levine is executive director of Cause Effective (causeeffective
.org), a nonprofit that for three decades has been helping people
transform their passion for mission into an enduring ability to raise
funds. She writes a blog on fundraising at CauseEffectivePerspective
.net.
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Care and Feeding of Volunteers
BY MICHAEL MCKEE

They Said They Would
Raise Money… Now What?

headlines as often, the individual memberships decline.)
You will no doubt understand that the Grassroots Fundraising
Journal became our bible in this endeavor. We also received
invaluable technical assistance from some experts, foremost among them Kim Klein and Stephanie Roth.
Raising foundation funds for statewide organizations is
difficult at best, nor is tenant organizing high on the list of
priorities for many funders. Our grassroots income helps
insulate us against downturns in grants. In any given year
we raise between $250,000 and
$500,000 in gifts from individWe recruit volunteers in different ways: from speaking
ual tenants, tenant associations,
engagements, by soliciting for volunteers in our newspaper, labor unions, and other individuals who support our work.
and above all from our organizing and advocacy work.
Despite our growth, like
most nonprofits, we never
We encourage our members and supporters to have enough staff. So we spend a good deal of effort to
become volunteers. In fact, we rely on our volunteers to recruit, develop, and cultivate volunteers. In effect, their
carry out our fundraising and programmatic goals.
work augments our staff resources and, to a degree, subIt seems to me that many nonprofits unnecessarily stitutes for additional staff that our budget doesn’t allow
limit their thinking about volunteers. They tend to see us to hire.
At any given time, we have a pool of about 200 memvolunteers as people who either fold and stuff or who
assist with fundraising activities, such as helping produce bers and supporters we can call on for help. We also have a
special events, participating in phonathons, or sponsoring smaller “core” group of 30 to 40 volunteers who offer
house parties. But do nonprofit staffers see volunteers as their time on a regular basis, including two volunteers
players with a stake in the organization? Too often, I fear, who are, in effect, half-time staff members.
These two most committed volunteers for the past
the answer is no.
At Tenants & Neighbors we try to develop a relation- few years are a loft tenant, who produces our weekly cable
ship with our volunteers. As a result, many of our volun- television program, and a retired political director of a
teers help carry out programmatic activities and support labor union, who is a rent-stabilized tenant and serves as
our programmatic work as well as our fundraising efforts. our liaison to the labor movement.
In times when we are in campaign mode, for example
Some volunteers function in more than one capacity.
Many have also participated in focus groups we have orga- when we’re organizing to pass legislation, our volunteer
nized or filled out surveys about the organization, giving pool becomes larger, as does our grassroots income. Durthem an opportunity to influence our programs and goals. ing campaigns dozens of volunteers staff phone banks as
About ten years ago we decided to get serious about we call targeted voters in a particular legislator’s district or
grassroots fundraising. At the time, our membership com- call our “active members” list to turn people out for a rally.
prised about 1,500 individuals and 90 organizations, and our We have volunteers who go out on speaking engagements
budget had ranged from $40,000 to $90,000 per year. Using as well as volunteers who come to weekly mailing parties
direct mail and telemarketing, we grew dramatically — to and help out with office work.
We recruit volunteers in different ways: from speaka high of 20,000 individuals and 160 organizations. (When
we are not in campaign mode and our issues are not in the ing engagements, by soliciting for volunteers in our
4
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“This is what I’ve done since the last meeting to support
fundraising.” There’s no shaming or blaming, just selfreporting. However, the expectation of having to speak
might provide enough incentive to get those wavering
souls to follow through in advance of the meeting.
4. Create a Line Item in the Budget for Board Giving. When the
annual budget is prepared, trustees must ask themselves,
“How much can we collectively give? Are we a $2,000

If board and staff do something together
then credit the gift to the board member.

1. Identify a Sparkplug or a Team of Sparkplugs — Then
Empower Them to Lead. If you’re striving to build a culture of
fundraising on your board, somebody needs to say to the
other board members, peer to peer, “Yes, this is our job.
Let’s figure out how we can support each other to follow
through better on commitments.”
If the word sparkplug doesn’t work for you, how about
coach? Or cheerleader? Or enforcer? Without assertive
board leadership, the ideas that follow will be much
less effective.
2. Develop a Board Agreement or Job Description That Includes
Fundraising. Be explicit and detailed. The best of these documents are reciprocal: they itemize both what you expect of
the board members and what they can expect in return.
For example, if you want them to raise money, it’s only fair
for board members to receive relevant training, materials,
and list of fundraising activities from which to choose.
3. At Each Board Meeting, Everyone Self-Reports. Take ten
minutes for a go-around so every board member can say,

board? A $5,000 board? Is $10,000 a good goal?” Debate the
number, set a target, then hand out pledge cards. At board
meetings, each budget review serves as an indirect
reminder to those who have not yet fulfilled their pledges.
5. Create a Line Item for Board Fundraising. This is money
that board members raise above and beyond their own
personal giving. Once again, the board debates a goal, sets
a dollar target, and reviews progress at each meeting.
If board and staff do something together — for example,
they team up to meet with a major donor — then credit the
gift to the board member. Since our overall goal is to promote follow-through, it helps to reinforce positive behavior.
6. Solicit Challenge Gifts Based on Board Behavior — Not
Necessarily Tied to Dollars Raised. For example, approach a
major donor or foundation with the following request:
“To inspire our board, we’d like a challenge gift of $______
contingent on board involvement in major donor outreach.
We suggest a benchmark of 20 asks — if board members
participate in 20 donor meetings, we collect your gift.”
The beauty of this approach is that it’s tied to behavior,
not results; you can approach 20 prospects, get turned
down 20 times, and still receive the challenge grant.
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How to Encourage
Board Members to Make Their

BY KIM KLEIN

MAJOR DONOR ASKS

O

BY ANDY ROBINSON
f, as the saying goes, the road to oblivion is paved with
good intentions, then I’ve met a lot of board members
walking down that road. Off they go, carting their families, pets, friends, jobs, bills, chores, and health concerns
along with them. Somewhere in that cart is a list of board
tasks, including fundraising. Guess which tasks fall to the
bottom of the list, buried at the bottom of that cart?
Although it’s important to honor the best intentions
of our volunteer leaders, it’s even more important to support them and help them to follow
through on those intentions. Here are a dozen
ideas that can assist you in creating a culture
of fundraising on your board and — even
better — a culture of accountability. Not every
idea is relevant to every organization, so treat this list
as a menu and choose the items that best fit your needs
and circumstances.

m On!

Building Your Fundraising Team:

Twelve Tips to Help Board Members
Hold Each Other Accountable

A

s with many nonprofits, the organization I helped
found thirty odd years ago, Tenants & Neighbors, relies
heavily on volunteers. We are a statewide (New York) membership organization that engages primarily in organizing,
advocacy, and policy work to promote tenants’ rights and
affordable housing at the federal, state, and local level. We
also provide technical and organizing assistance to tenant
associations, especially those in government-subsidized
developments at risk of conversion to market rents.

nce someone asked me, “If you could offer one piece require discipline to implement. But they work, and the
of advice to fundraising staff, what would it be?” I had more time you spend doing what these tips suggest, the
no idea. How could I limit myself to one piece of advice? less time you will have to complain and the less you will
As a consultant, I am in the advice business! I could easier have to complain about.
limit myself to one calorie.
But as with many questions that seem silly at first, I WHY HAVE VOLUNTEERS
First, let’s step back a bit and remember why we have
think of that question often. And from time to time, I get
the same question again. Each time, I answer with one of volunteers. We recruit volunteers for four reasons:
several clichés that I and others have trumpeted over the
1. You Can’t Do Everything Yourself. Not only do you not have
years: “You get more money by asking than by not ask- the time to do everything yourself, it’s good to remember
ing,” or “Fundraising is 10 percent planning and 90 percent that you will not live forever and you will not always work
follow-up calls,” or “Thank before you bank.”
for this organization. So you have to take the time to train
These truisms are actually important things to remem- others in how to do your work. Showing people how to do
ber, but if I had to give one piece of advice today, it would things, sending people to trainings, checking in with
be this: “Stop complaining
volunteers on a regular basis
about your volunteers.” “We often imagine that no one wants — by phone, not just email —
Every time a complaint comes
is part of the cost of doing
to volunteer to do fundraising.
into your head about working
business. When you’re ready
with volunteers or about a
to leave your position, you
That is simply not true.”
particular volunteer, dismiss
may just have a fully trained
it. Don’t engage in conversations that are litanies volunteer who wants to take your place. At the least you’ll
of complaints about board members and volunteers. have a volunteer corps ready to help the next staff person.
Don’t ever say, “I could do it better myself ” or “I could do it
2. We Rely on Some Unpaid Labor to Get Our Work Done. Nonprofit
faster myself.”
organizations cannot afford the kind of staffing required
Why not? Don’t volunteers often say they will do
to do all the fundraising their organization needs to do,
something, and then not do it? Don’t board members shirk
nor would that be an appropriate use of a nonprofit’s
their fundraising responsibilities as much as they can?
money. Even very large institutions, such as hospitals or
Couldn’t you do a better job yourself ?
universities, rely on volunteer labor. Grassroots organizaYes, yes, and yes. But volunteers are a fact of nonprofit
tions generally have two kinds of staff: low-paid and
life. Without volunteers, our sector would not exist. And if
unpaid. Think of your volunteers as unpaid staff.
you take a few minutes to think about the challenges of
3. Getting Volunteers from Your Community to Help with Fundworking with volunteers from their point of view, you’ll
often find they don’t feel they have the support, direction, raising Is a Great Way to Engage Your Community in the Work You Do.
or follow-up communication from staff that will enable We often imagine that no one wants to volunteer to
do fundraising. That is simply not true. For some people,
and encourage them to do what they said they’d do.
Complaining about volunteers is like complaining about certain kinds of fundraising are the easiest and most comgetting older — it is pointless, and it uses up energy that fortable way for them to be involved. Becoming more
intentional about recruiting volunteers to your fundraiscould be more effectively used organizing the volunteers.
In this article, I will give you seven suggestions for ing team will strengthen your relationships in the commuworking with volunteers around fundraising. They are nity. The key is to match the volunteer with the type of
not simple “lose ten pounds without dieting” tips, and they tasks he or she enjoys.

BY BEN GREGORY

EDITOR’S NOTE: Colorado Conservation Voters (CCV) launched
their major donor campaign by training their board members in making
the ask, then going into high-gear follow-up. Each week, development
director Ben Gregory sent a chatty and cheering email to all the askers.
In order to keep board members motivated, reward those who were
successfully completing their asks, and make their fundraising progress
visible, they created “The CCV Ask Tree” and included it in every email,
along with a “Tip of the Week” to reinforce good fundraising practices.
The tree, shown here, got filled in as asks were made and donations received. Each leaf represented a meeting request or ask letter
from a board member. Meetings held were represented by fruit blooming on the tree, and donations received (the green stuff) piled up
beneath the tree’s branches, as in the second image on the next page.
The emails also reminded askers of some key incentives, such
as special gifts and benefits that accrue to their major donors, the fact
that people could become major donors by giving smaller amounts over
time to add up to a major gift, and the terms of a challenge gift from
an anonymous donor.
The weekly tips were a clever way of getting board members’
attention and reinforcing the fundraising training they had received by
reminding them of asking strategies. But their main effect was to keep
people engaged in the process by passing on news about the campaign
— each week updated progress toward meeting the challenge gift —
and about recent organizational accomplishments. Because the work
of board members in a campaign like this is very solitary — the calls
and meetings are done individually, as opposed to as part of a group
effort as with an event or phone bank — this weekly communication
served to keep people feeling connected to the larger campaign, which
in turn helped them stay on track with their tasks.
In addition, each email reinforced that help with their fundraising
asks was only an email or phone call away. A brief section at the end of
each email headlined “Let Me Help You” encouraged askers to contact
the development staff for help with letters, donor packets, supplies,
research, advice — “anything that will make your fundraising easier.”
Gregory’s enthusiasm and cheerleading had the desired effect:
spurred on by the weekly reminders and encouragement, board members raised more than $13,000 in the three months they had allocated
to the campaign.
Following are nine tips board members received over the course of
the campaign.

TIP #1: HOW TO HANDLE THE PUT-OFF
When making your meeting request calls,
many of your friends and colleagues will have
completely valid reasons for not meeting now.
The most important thing to remember is to listen to what they say and take it at face value. “I’m
too busy right now” means they are too busy right
now, not that they won’t consider a contribution
to CCV. Below are some suggestions for how to
handle common responses:
• “I don’t have time to talk right now.” =
“When would be a good time to call?”
• “I don’t have time for a meeting, can’t we do
this over the phone?” =
“The meeting will only last 20 minutes or so
and I am happy to come to you. It really helps
to meet face to face, but we can do this over
the phone if we must.”

CCV Ask Tree
BEFORE
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